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Shift-over to VHF Radio Ranges
Will Begin Soon, Says Stanton
The work of shifting the radio ranges
Of the entire CAA airways system over
to very-high-frequency range equip
ment, a program which was begun in
1941 and interrupted by the war, is ex
pected to be resumed this spring accord
ing to a recent speech by CAA Adminis
trator Charles I. Stanton before the
American Institute of Electrical Engi
1leers and Institute of Radio Engineers
in New York.

Saturation Point

“A saturation point has already been
reached in the use of the present type
of range,” he said, “and few if any fre
quencies are available for future ex
pansion of the range system.”
In explaining the need for improved
radio equipment such as the very-high
frequency range, Stanton called atten
tion to the 40-fold growth of aircraft
movements handled by CAA traffic con
trol centers in the past 5 years. “Part of
this increase,” he said, “was absorbed
by the creation of 15 additional control
centers, but with 23 now in operation
we believe we have divided the United
States into the smallest areas practical
for handling traffic which moves, in most
cases at about 180 miles an hour.”
Satisfactory control of the increased
commercial traffic anticipated after the
war will be impossible, he believes, with
Out improved radio and communications
equipment.
“To overcome the limitations of the
low-frequency ranges,” he said, “and to
provide for future expansion of the air
ways System, the Civil Aeronautics Ad
ministration has for several years been
engaged in the development of very-high
frequency radio range to operate in the
frequency band 119 to 126 megacycles.
At those frequencies atmospheric and
precipitation static interference is prac
tically nonexistent, and interference be
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tween stations on the same frequency
will not occur at practical flying alti
tudes provided their geographical sepa
ration is 200 miles or more.”
Besides use of very-high-frequencies
for radio ranges, he discussed their ap
plication in the instrument landing sys
tems at airports.
“The CAA, in cooperation with the
War Department,” he said, “is install
ing at more than 100 airports very
high-frequency r a di o transmitting
equipment designed to permit properly
equipped aircraft to make instrument
approaches in very low ceilings and
visibilities—or even landings in zero
zero conditions. At present, only mili
tary aircraft are so equipped.
“A complete instrument landing sys
tem consists essentially of four separate
transmitting stations located on or near
the airport. These four elements are
known as the (1) localizer, (2) glide
path, (3) boundary marker, and (4)
outer marker. A middle marker is being
installed at Some airports. Although
any number of markers may be used,
two are usually sufficient.

Guides Plane

“The localizer provides a very accu
rate lateral guidance so that approach
ing aircraft can maintain a heading that
Will lead them Over the Center Of the
runway. The glide path provides ver
tical guidance enabling the aircraft to
maintain the proper rate of descent.
The markers provide reference points
or ‘fixes' along the approach paths,

which permit pilots to verify their posi
tions and altitudes.
“No glide path is included in current
installations, for equipment is not avail
able. But the glide path equipment is
expected to be installed as soon as it is
available.

“Use of the localizer and markers
alone permits instrument approaches
under weather conditions much less fa
vorable than those now required. Thus,
approaches to an airport with 100-foot
ceiling and one-fourth mile visibility
will become feasible, whereas present
minimums are 400-foot ceiling and one
mile visibility.”
While commercial and military planes
are the chief users of the airways faci
lities today, Stanton believes that the
post war private flier will want and de
mand radio equipment in his plane both
for use in obtaining weather informa
tion and to make flying safer and
simpler.

“The radio compass, which makes it
possible for a plane to fly straight to
Ward the Station on which it is tuned,
will probably be standard factory equip
ment, except on the lowest priced planes
and on training planes which stay near
the airports on which they are based,”
he said.

Radio Equipped

“The private owner's radio equip
ment,” he concluded, “will probably be
a receiver operating on very-high-fre
quencies, with a direction finding at
tachment. In quantity production, such
equipment should sell for a modest price.
At least one company is prepared to
produce the receiver alone for less than
$30. For communication, many private
owners will want a transmitter, operat
ing on high frequency for communica
tion with airport towers and CAA com
munications stations. This transmitter
should cost not more than $50 on a mass
production basis, and quantity produc
tion might bring the cost of the com
plete installations down to $150.”
The technical description of the very
high-frequency radio range contained in
the Administrator's speech is given
below.

“The very-high-frequency range de
veloped by the CAA operates on a some
what different principle from the low

(Sec Shift-over, page 39)
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Regulations of the Administrator

PART NO. TITLE DATE REMARKS PRICE EFFECTIVE AMENDMENTS

501 | AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION CERTIFICATES.---------- 3–31–43 In stock; order from CAA only
503 ||RECORDATIONOF AIRCRAFT OWNERSHIP--------- 3–31–43 In stock; order from CAA only--
510|| GENERAL REGULATIONS, WASHINGTON NA- || 9–25–41|| In stock; order from CAA only

TIONAL AIRPORT.
511 GENERAL AERONAUTICAL RULES FORTHEWASH- 9–25–41|| In stock; order from CAA only------------------|--------

INGTONNATIONAL AIRPORT.
525 | NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTIONOR ALTERATION OF | 7–23–43|| In Stock; order from CAA only------------------|--------

STRUCTURESON OR NEAR CIVIL AIRWAYS.
531 | SEIZURE OF AIRCRAFT--------------------------- 12–8–41|| In stock; order from CAA only------------------|--------
532 | REPRODUCTION AND DISSEMINATION OF CUR- || 1–15–43|| In stock; order from CAA only--

RENT EXAMINATION MATERIALS.
600 | DESIGNATION OF CIVIL AIRWAYS---------------- 3–1–42| Not published 1- 1 thru 38.1
601 | DESIGNATION OF AIRWAY TRAFFIC CONTROL | 1–15–42| Not published 1- 1 thru 62.1

AREAS, ETC.

Civil Aeronautics Manuals

04 ||AIRPLANE AIRWORTHINESS,-------------- 2–1–41|| Out of Stock Release 50, 97,1105,2117,”140.4
14 ||AIRCRAFT PROPELLER AIRWORTHINESS- 12–1–38|| In Stock; order from CAA onl
15 ||AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT AIRWORTHINESS- -| 7–1–38||On sale at GPO------------
16 ||AIRCRAFT RADIO EquTPMENT AIRWORTHINESS---| 2–13–41 In stock; order from CAA only------------------|-------- Release62.
18 MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND ALTERATION OF 6–1–41 On Saleat GPO--------------------------------- . 50
CERTIFICATED AIRCRAFT AND OF AIRCRAFT
ENGINES, PROPELLERs, AND INSTRUMENTs.

50 | FLYING SCHOOLRATING------------------------- 12-40 | In Stock; order from CAA only------------------|-------- Release77, 111.
52 | REPAIR STATION RATING------ -- 2–41 || In stock; order from CAA only--
53 | MECHANIC SCHOOLRATING---- -- 5-40 | In stock; order from CAA only------------------|--------
60 | AIR TRAFFIC RULES----------------------------- 8-1-43 On Saleat GPO--------------------------------- . 15

1SeeAir Navigation RadioAids. * Only pertinentpagesfurnished.

Shift-over to VHF of these cardioid patterns the 90-cycle Accidents

(Continued from page 29)

frequency ranges, and provides one pair
of courses indicated visually in the air
craft by a zero-center, left-right indica
tor; and another pair of courses at
right angles to the visual courses, which
are indicated by A–N interlocked key
ing of 1,020 audio-cycle tone modula
tion.
“The antenna system of the VHF
range is in general similar to that of
the low-frequency range except that its
physical size is very much smaller while
the electrical spacing of the radiating
elements in terms of the operating wave
length is very much greater. The five
radiating elements may be either hori
zontal loops or vertical rods, depending
upon whether horizontal or vertical
polarization is desired. One pair of di
agonally opposite corner radiators and
the center radiator Constitute a Com
plete two-course range antenna, so that
the two pairs of diagonally opposite
radiators form two two-course range
antenna systems independent of each
other except for the common center ele
ment. The pair of antennas radiating
the signals that register on the visual
indicator are excited 180 degrees out
of phase by side band energy arising
from modulation of the Carrier fre
quency by 90 cycles and 150 cycles si
multaneously, but from which the car
rier frequency itself has been Suppressed.
The center element radiates the carrier
frequency and also 90-cycle and 150
cycle side bands. The side band energy
radiated from the Center element COm
bines vectorially with the radiation from
the corner elements to produce a field
pattern resembling two cardioids with
axes extending in opposite directions
along the line of radiators, and two
points of intersection directly at right
angles to the line of radiators. In one

modulation predominates, in the other
the 150-cycle modulation, while at the
points of intersection both modulations
are equal. Thus, the line of intersec
tions defines a course with modulation
at 90 cycles greater on the one side and
with 150-cycle modulation greater on
the other side.8
“The other pair of radiators produce
aural courses at right angles to the vis
ual courses in exactly the same way,
except that a single modulation tone
frequency, 1,020 cycles, is used and the
courses are defined by keying an N into
One Cardioid and an A into the Other.
The center antenna common to both
systems must radiate the carrier fre
quency and all of the side bands re
quired to produce the desired directional
patterns in combination with the radi
ation from the COrner antenna S.
“The aircraft receiver for use With
the VHF range is of conventional de
sign. It has two independent output
circuits; one for the 90- and 150-cycle
frequencies which actuate the visual
motor, and the other for the tone fre
quency and speech. The 90- and 150
cycle frequencies are separated by two
band pass filters. The outputs of the
filter sections are rectified, and the re
Sulting d. c. voltages are applied in oppo
Sition to the zero-Center meter SO that it
deflects to one side or the other depend
ing upon whether the 90-cycle or 150
cycle signal is the stronger.
“The two-Course-aural and two-course
visual range system has a number of
important advantages over the four
course-aural range in addition to those
already cited. In the case of the four
course range, the same ‘off-course' sig
nal is heard in two opposite quadrants.
When a pilot is completely lost and must
rely upon a four-course range for ori
entation, it may be a tedious and time
consuming process to determine which
of two quadrants he is in. The two

(Continued from page 40)

dicated clearly that the wheels contacted
the ground with the brakes locked and
as the plane skidded forward the pro
peller had made its marks on the ground .
with each revolution. None of the many
witnesses observed any fire and there
was no indication of fire found in the
airplane.
This model aircraft is equipped with
a heating jacket around the carburetor
intake with an exhaust tube which ex
tends out of the side of the engine cowl
ing and Sparks and flame are visible
during night flight. This exhaust flame
is present, in varying degrees, in all
airplanes but is not visible in daylight.
Without Morgan's statement, it would
be difficult to believe that a pilot-in
structor with 60 hours of night flying
experience Could be SO confused. The
Imoon had risen within 5 minutes of the
accident. It is possible that when the
pilot looked back, he saw a streak of
the exhaust and at the same time caught
a glimpse of the rising moon over his
tail Surfaces and this combination of
Ordinary circumstances so confused him
that he was convinced the tail of the
airplane was on fire.

course-aural and the two-course-visual
range, on the other hand, has no quad
rant ambiguity, since its courses are
formed by four unidirectional patterns
rather than by two bidirectional pat
terms. In this, too, the course indica
tions are produced by varying modula
tion levels in the field about the Station
while the carrier itself is radiated in a
circular pattern and does not vary with
azimuth. It is thus possible to use au
tomatic volume control in the aircraft
receiver to eliminate or reduce fades
and surges in the signal level over rough
terrain without affecting the definition
of the courses.”
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